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Survey approach – The different steps
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The case of GRAVITY YSO survey

Astrophysical
questions

Data 
releases 1.0, 

1.1, 1.X

Astrophysical
quantities

- Size (~ 100 stars)
- Completeness

Instrument
Performance

Observe 
again

Observatory
Programmatic

Constraints

- Crontab
- Quick look
- Pipeline

- Calibration
- Quality Check
- Pdf output files

- (simple) geometrical models
- Grid of advanced modeling

(on-going)
- A few multi-technique campaigns

HR spectra, photometry,
VIS-NIR spectro-polarimetry

Process to 
be repeated

Logs

ToO

Dust and hot/warm gas in the innermost regions of Young Stellar Objects (YSO)
Contrast limit, better error bar computation

Configuration 
contraints

- 430 h (GTO)
- Scheduled twice

a year (ESO CfP)
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ISSP Survey

Astrophysical
questions

Data 
releases 1.0, 

1.1, 1.X

Astrophysical
quantities

SPICA catalog

Complementary data
Advanced modeling

Process to 
be repeated

NSS Real-time DRS
SPICA DRS

crontab

Calibrator selection
Transfer function

QCS

Model fitting

DFQS
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Open questions - Discussion
How to manage:

- Feedbacks/changes during the life of the project and opportunities
- Systematics/bias determination, optimal error bar computation, … ==> several data processing releases?
- Flexibility, reactivity (*), tracability, …

- Homogeneity of the survey (= legacy value) in observations, data processing and modeling, 
complementary data … and the specificities of each program

- A huge amount of data (including complementary (and simultaneous?) ones)

 Assimilate/digest all the relevant information for each program

 Keep the global overview of the survey and a deep insight of each program

Technical solutions/tools?

- Visualization tools (requirements to be refined)

- Data handling techniques?

(*) could be related also to publication strategy?
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